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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an early stage usability study conducted on a prototype system designed to capture and analyse Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) activities. The system – PROMS 2.0, was developed by Bluespier for the trauma and orthopaedic department in Trafford Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom (UK). The Centre for Health and Social Care Informatics (CHaSCI), Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU) examined the system without real users, identified potential usability issues and suggested possible solutions for improvements before final release by Bluespier. Three different approaches were adopted for evaluating user interface (UI) design without users. The first approach is the Cognitive Walkthrough (CW), a task-oriented technique capable of identifying issues through action sequence required to perform a task. The second approach is action analysis which predicts the time a skilled user would need to perform a task. The third approach is heuristic evaluation which tends to identify problems based on recognised standards. Results support the argument from relevant cognitive psychology theories and user-centric design principles that UI evaluation without real users is a useful tool in yielding rapid output for subsequent enhancement. It is concluded that semi-parallel design concept could be the key to timely delivery of software design projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From April 2009, all licensed providers of National Health Service (NHS) funded treatment in the United Kingdom (UK) were expected to collect Patient Reported Outcomes Measures (PROMs) questionnaires from patients undergoing any of four index elective surgical procedures, namely: varicose vein surgery, inguinal hernia repairs, hip replacements and knee replacements (National Health Service, 2008). PROMs assess the quality of care delivered to patients from the patient perspective via short, self-completed questionnaires before a procedure (pre-operative) and after the procedure (post-operative). The questionnaires use validated disease specific outcome measure tool to provide an indication of the outcomes or quality of care delivered to patients. Until recently, most NHS providers used paper based questionnaires for PROMs data collection. Basically, patients filled in the pre-operative PROMs questionnaires by hand and the completed forms are transferred securely to the contractors responsible for collating all of the information. The forms are then scanned electronically and matched with each patient’s NHS number. Using the NHS numbers, the pre-operative PROMs questionnaires are linked securely to the relevant PROMs databases. After three or six months, depending on procedure, the contractor posts out a follow-up post-operative questionnaire to patients. Once again the forms are electronically scanned upon return and linked with the pre-operative data within the PROMs databases.

Trafford hospital believed efficiency could be improved in this ambitious project if the questionnaires were collected and collated online. Bluespier was contracted to develop the software (PROMS 2.0) (Wilson et al., 2013). There was also a need to release the software quickly so the timeframe allocated for the project was very short. Unfortunately such software development projects usually take a user centric approach where requirements are driven by end users and collected by a mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods. Also the design process always require several rounds of modifications through testing with real users (Jakob Nielsen, 1993)(Rosson & Carroll, 2002). According to Nielsen (J. Nielsen, 1993), at least two iterations, yielding three versions is required, before a product is good enough for release. The decision was made by the Trust to adopt what we call a semi-parallel design approach where independent designer(s) examine a prototype system and suggest improvements. Parallel design approach involves multiple designers independent of each other designing suggested user interfaces based on version zero concept which are then merged to a unified design (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983)(Jakob Nielsen & Faber, 1996).

PROMS 2.0 followed an agile development process so there is little time to conduct testing in real user environment. The user research team from Trafford hospital worked closely with both Bluespier and CHaSCI to identify, capture and address requirements. This paper describes the early stage usability study conducted by CHaSCI on PROMS 2.0 prototype system. The study was conducted without real users and in parallel with the actual system design by Bluespier to produce a final version faster.

2. BACKGROUND

Computerised data collection systems for healthcare have a long history. In the early 1970s, large multi-centre trials such as the Hypertension Detection and Follow-up Program gathered huge amounts of data through hard copy questionnaires completed at physicians’ offices and then transferred to a central site where the data would be entered manually onto mainframe computers (Ramsay, 1997). Dramatic improvements were observed in the early 1980s, with studies such as the Systolic Hypertension in the Elderly Program offering better quality and faster availability of data. This was achieved by using personal computers at the local sites for data entry and then for transfer of data electronically via modems to mainframes. Other techniques began to emerge from the 1990s that support online data collec-
tion, such as direct mailings of questionnaires through the Internet, and web-based data entry and management systems (Swoboda, 1997), remote entry via handheld devices (Eikemeier, Grüttner, & Heitmann, 2000), computer-assisted techniques and telephone interviewing (Yamakami et al., 1998). A good number of online survey tools exist today, that can be applied in various domains for data collection and analysis (SurveyMonkey, n.d.). However, it is important to note that the study reported in this paper is focused on purpose built tools for online data collection, and associated design challenges; and not the availability of their generic counterparts. There is increasing demand on software development companies to increase usability and decrease development time. Unfortunately, these goals conflict with traditional usability approaches, often involving testing with real users and redesigning; thus delaying product release. Our study is motivated by these challenges as outlined in the next section.

3. MOTIVATION

Following the introduction of PROMs collection in April 2009 by the Department of Health (Devlin, Appleby, Buxton, & Vallance-o’wen, 2010), Trafford hospital needed a system capable of delivering PROMs activities electronically. The major challenges were to:

1. Develop and release the product within a very short timeframe (partly constricted by the funding stream and also available staff to work on the initiative).
2. Anticipate and resolve possible usability issues in the design (without testing on real users).

Therefore, quick production and high usability standard was considered important. For the Trust, successful and timely release of the product will improve efficiency and reduce cost within the orthopaedic area.

4. METHODOLOGY

We examined both user interfaces (patient and clinicians) in the early version of PROM 2.0 system, using a combination of task oriented and task free methods that includes three recognised approaches for evaluating interfaces in the absence of real users. The first approach is the cognitive walkthrough (CW) which is a task-oriented technique that presents a formalised way of imagining peoples’ thoughts and actions when they use an interface for the first time (Polson, Lewis, Rieman, & Wharton, 1992). In CW, the tasks that users are expected to perform are examined individually, based on knowledge of intended users. A walk through of the action steps required to complete each task enables the individuals examining the process to specify how each action step is achieved. Effectively, the examiner simulates the action steps required to complete each task, based on knowledge of intended users’ web navigation skills. A task is approved if there is no apparent gap (i.e., issue) between one or more action steps to complete it. However, a UI problem is identified when the process is not seamless. This technique has been tested in various situations (Jakob Nielsen & Mack, 1994), and it is recommended for use within a group, preferably skilled designers (Lewis & Rieman, 1994). We (the first two authors) performed specific tasks on the interface and took note of possible problems. It is worth noting that CW is a tool for developing an interface and not for validation.

The second approach is action analysis, that allows a designer to predict the time required for a skilled user to perform a task (Card et al., 1983). This technique forces the designer to look closely at the sequence of actions a user has to perform in order to complete a task with an interface, predict times required to perform each step and then work out the sum for the times (Lewis & Rieman, 1994). This includes average times for physical movement (e.g., using mouse to point at an object), visual perception (e.g., recognised 5 letter word) and mental action (e.g., associate UI controls to required actions). Standard values have been determined through
extensive research for most of the common actions performed on a user interface (Olson & Olson, 1990) and tool are now available that can produce similar computation automatically such as CogTool (John E, n.d.). Cogtool is a general purpose user interface (UI) prototyping tool used to produce a valid cognitive model that predicts how long it will take a skilled user to complete specific task(s) on a system (John E, n.d.). The predictions made by CogTool are based on a psychological theory of human cognitive and motor capabilities, called the Keystroke-Level Model (KLM), which has been used and validated repeatedly by academics and practitioners since 1980 (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1980). We used Cogtool’s widget to create a storyboard of PROM 2.0 design with demonstration of specific tasks and calculated how long it will take a skilled user to perform the tasks.

The third approach is heuristic evaluation, a task-free approach that catches a wide variety of problems using general UI guidelines. This approach requires that the analyst(s) have enough UI knowledge to translate the general principles into the specifics of the current situation (Lewis & Rieman, 1994). This technique is often used to catch problems that were missed through task-oriented techniques. Nielsen and Molich have developed a short list of nine general heuristics (Jakob Nielsen, 1993)(Molich & Nielsen, 1990) and a procedure for their use in evaluating a design (Jakob Nielsen, 1992)(Jakob Nielsen & Molich, 1990). The list of nine heuristics was deduced from several but longer lists that have been suggested by other authors and the procedure suggests that no single analyst will find every UI problem. We applied heuristics to the UI individually and then combined results to generate a single list of possible issues.

Finally, we combined the problems identified through the 3 approaches and produced possible solutions. Based on the solutions, we used Cogtool’s widget to create a revised version of the design with demonstration of the same tasks tested in the original version; and then compared results. We examined several tasks on both UIs which the intended users would normally perform but for simplicity, only one involving the patients interface was reported in this paper. No patient specific data was accessible or provided for this usability study. [Patients were not involved at this stage of the study].

5. ANALYSIS & RESULTS

5.1. Performed Task: Patient Interface

In practice, patients following consent would be enrolled and a hyperlink to the PROM 2.0 data collection tool would then be delivered by email to the patient (Figure 1 in the Appendix). Once clicked, the patient after successful authentication (Figure 2 in the Appendix) will be presented with the questionnaire with a total of 12 questions. Each of the questions has 5 response options (i.e., 12 x 5 in total). Patients will point and click items to indicate their choices (Figure 3 in the Appendix). Upon completion of the assessment, patients would get confirmation showing their entries have been received or in cases of post-operative questionnaires, an indication of their score, and how they compare to other patients who have undergone the same procedure (Figure 4 in the Appendix). A clinical review appointment is automatically generated if improvement is less than anticipated as shown but this falls outside the scope of this study.

In terms of the representative task being examined for this study, we carried out the same task procedure outlined above. The website requires the user to provide date of birth to access the questionnaire, therefore the action sequence required to complete the task would be:

1. Select assessment link from e-mail,
2. Login by inputting correct date of birth in the specified field,
3. Complete the questionnaire,
4. Submit the form, and
5. Close the window.
5.2. Result: Cognitive Walkthrough

The walkthrough is very similar to telling a story about how and why the user would select an action step in a list of possible actions. The story is then reviewed using the following four questions:

1. Will users be trying to produce whatever effect the action has?
2. Will users see the control (button, menu, switch, etc.) for the action?
3. Once users find the control, will they recognize that it produces the effect they want?
4. After the action is taken, will users understand the feedback they get, so they can go on to the next action with confidence?

Figure 5 in the Appendix is a sample story that illustrates how the four questions apply to the representative task. We assume the user have the required skills to turn on a computer, access their email inbox and navigate to the email but have neither seen the email nor completed the online assessment before.

5.3. Result: Action Analysis

In performing action analysis, we tried to predict human performance with CogTool, by representing the PROMS 2.0 UI as a storyboard. Each state of the UI in the action steps is represented as a frame, each actionable frame item (e.g., link, button) or device (e.g., mouse, keyboard) is represented as a widget, and each complete action on a widget or device (e.g., mouse click, keystrokes on the keyboard) is represented as a transition between frames. A piece of the storyboard for the action sequence is shown in Figure 6 in the Appendix. We demonstrated the task on the storyboard by performing the appropriate actions. CogTool records each action step in the sequence, automatically inserts additional operators – i.e., valid KLM (Card et al., 1980), and displays the next frame. The demonstration continues for each action step until the final step is completed and the entire KLM is built, as shown in Figure 7 in the Appendix (i.e., the task of completing a pre-operative assessment). Upon hitting the compute button, CogTool runs a computational model of what a user would see, think and do to produce a quantitative estimate of the execution time and a timeline visualization of the underlying cognitive model (Figure 8 in the Appendix).

The timeline in Figure 8, represents what the user would see (purple), think (grey) and do (red) to access and complete the Oxford Shoulder Score assessment on the original version of PROMS 2.0 interface. CogTool’s visualization window can also be used to compare demonstrations between different versions of an interface. In Figure 9 and Figure 10 in the Appendix, the top timeline represents a user’s action steps to access and complete the Oxford Shoulder Score assessment on the original PROMS 2.0 interface and the bottom timeline is of the same task on the revised interface. We discovered similar patterns at the start – i.e., the period between clicking the ‘Oxford Shoulder Score’ link and successful login to access the questionnaire. However, the patterns changed shortly after that with the original version taking longer time than the revised version (Figure 11 in the Appendix). Notice that cognition is the same between both UI versions which suggests there were no issues associated with the controls (i.e., radio buttons). However, looking behind the numeric predictions (right side of Figure 11), the overall time taken by skilled user to complete the questionnaire and hit the submit button in the revised version is considerably quicker. Although both versions require the same number of clicks to complete the questionnaire, the time required to locate and answer each questions is significantly decreased in the revised version. In fact, the time decreased because less time was spent scrolling up and down the page. This shows that the questionnaire length made a difference and begs the question of why some survey software designers pay insufficient attention to recognised online questionnaire design guidelines (Reynolds, Woods, & Baker, 2007).
5.4. Result: Heuristic Evaluation

In the heuristic evaluation we applied Nielsen and Molich’s nine heuristics (Figure 12 in the Appendix) on the UI to identify problems. We combined individual results from two evaluators to produce a single list of possible issues. Since heuristic analysis is usually a task-free approach, the PROMS 2.0 patient UI was examined as a whole entity. Also, we omitted the first action step in the task sequence i.e., click ‘Oxford Shoulder Score’ link from the email. We assume the user have the required skills to turn on a computer, access their email inbox and navigate to the email but have never seen the UI. Figure 13 in the Appendix shows a sample heuristic analysis of PROMS 2.0 patient UI, in accordance with the guidelines in Figure 12.

6. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation was conducted without real users using a combination of task-oriented and task-free methods and quite possibly results could be even more encouraging if patient specific usage could have been acquired. With user free evaluation, it is impossible to envisage every possible user action and there is almost never time to evaluate every task a real user would perform; so some action sequences and often some controls are not evaluated. Also, quality of task-free evaluations depends highly on how knowledgeable the evaluators are in user interface design. However, it is important to understand that in the context of an emerging e-health environment, practical system development and evaluation is complex and often involves a long lead in time. The evaluation methods used in this study has been proven to work in several interface development projects (Card et al., 1983). It was recommended that the direction of travel for the demonstrator is to incorporate our results and develop a fully functioning on-line tool which is accessible by a cohort of patients, over a period of time. An evaluation of patient satisfaction using the system has been reported in another study (British Elbow & Shoulder Society (BESS), 2013) (see also (Whiteman, Wilson, & Roy, 2013)). However, it is important to note that the evaluation was mainly on the system utility and not usability. That is, to assess if remote monitoring of patients using the oxford shoulder score would adequately and safely replace clinic appointments whilst maintaining patient satisfaction and enhancing cost effectiveness. Eighty four patients were assessed and the results conveyed that only six individuals (7%) would choose to return to clinic whilst 78 (93%) would be happy not to. Also 100% said they would recommend the system. A statement from the service provider (trauma and orthopaedic department in Trafford hospital), read “… The user interface has not generated comments from patients, and we assume this is a good thing. The user interface continues to evolve to make the system fit new processes …” Perhaps, this is the reason why a usability evaluation with real users has not been conducted yet.

7. SUMMARY

We have looked at three methods for evaluating an interface without users and provided a summary at the end of each of the examples to show that each method uncovered different problems. The cognitive walkthrough identified problems with the questionnaire length and suggested that they be presented differently. The heuristic analysis highlighted some other problems related to control, error handling and labelling. The action analysis provided visual comparison between the original interface and the revised interface and made it clear that there were a lot of actions needed to perform some tasks. Although very explicit, the combined result of the three techniques might have missed some problems which could only surface during real user testing. However, the results were enough to facilitate development and timely release of the full system. Presently, PROM 2.0 has been adopted by 9 NHS Trusts across the north west region in the UK (PROMS 2.org, n.d.) and this
number is bound to increase as participating NHS Trusts across the country seek validated ways to effectively deliver PROMSs data. This could generate sufficiently rich data not only about the actual treatment experience, but also how patients respond to the technology and its appropriateness for collecting robust PROMs data following surgery. A full-scale evaluation of the information returned by the patients will indicate the level of efficiency for engaging patients through on-line means as opposed to the paper based exercise currently undertaken by some NHS Trusts in the UK.
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APPENDIX

Figure 1. Example E-Mail sent to patient to complete the Oxford shoulder score

Dear X,

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this.
You will remember, prior to surgery, we discussed a system of collecting some data about your surgery which will enable us to measure the benefit that you have had from the procedure. We send you the appropriate questions at predetermined intervals. These are using defined and validated questions that enable you to understand the outcome of your surgery by comparing this score to your pre-operative score. These are known as PROMs (Patient Reported Outcome Measures).

You will also be able to compare your outcome with other patients who have had the same procedure.

If you are doing well and have had the expected benefit from the surgery, you may choose not to come back to clinic, we will continue to communicate with you through email.

We would also request you to complete a few questions about this process of keeping in touch which may enable you to avoid a clinic appointment. We hope this will save you time, and allow us to see patients who need to be seen.

Kind regards,
Dr Y.

Please complete the following assessment [Oxford Shoulder Score].

Figure 2. User authentication screen
Figure 3. Screen shot of first three questions within the Oxford shoulder score assessment

Figure 4. Example screen displayed upon completion of the pre-operative Oxford shoulder score
Figure 5. Example representation of cognitive walkthrough on PROMS 2.0

1. Users would be trying to find the correct link to click. The email is explanatory and the content suggests that patients had been informed about the process.
2. Users will see the ‘Oxford Shoulder Score’ link because it is clearly visible, underlined and with distinctive color.
3. Users have basic computer knowledge. The mouse over effect on the link will confirm that the link is clickable.
4. The feedback after clicking is OK – the link changes color from blue to purple and the login page opens in a small window. It seems this action step would not lead to any problem.

The second action is to “enter date of birth and log in”:

5. Users would be trying to do the right thing because it is a common practice within web applications to request authentication especially when sensitive data is involved.
6. “Log in” is a very common term used to request authentication so users will recognize the context.
7. The login widget is standard with clear instructions and a submit button. Users would do the correct thing here.
8. The feedback after clicking is OK – once date of birth is entered and submitted, the user is presented with the assessment within the same window.

The third action is to “complete the questionnaire”:

9. We predict that users would be trying to complete the questionnaire because it is the main purpose of the task.
10. Users would only see some of the questions and associated options marked with radio buttons due to the layout. However this is unlikely to result in usability problem because questions in the scoring screen are very common with online questionnaires and they usually end with a ‘Submit’ button at the bottom.
11. Users will recognize the radio buttons because they are commonly used in multiple choice questionnaires.
12. The feedback is OK – the buttons are dotted in the centre when selected.

The fourth action is to “submit the assessment”:

This seems to be problematic. It is exactly what the user wants to do; the submit button is clearly visible with mouse over effect; and the feedback – a buffering icon appears shortly after it has been clicked to show that the system is processing the result and then finally displays a report.

Final action is to “close the window” by clicking the ‘close button’ in the upper right corner.

Users would not be trying to produce any action. The fact that the questionnaire opens in a window after login seems odd which mixes a feedback question. Users will see the “close button” but it is very unlikely that they would associate it with the right action. Users expect a “Log out” icon whenever they have to log in for access. Since there’s no “Log out” button, users may wonder if just closing the window leaves them vulnerable.

Summary

We assume that a skilled user would have basic web navigation skill to open his/her e-mail and click on the questionnaire link as instructed in the e-mail. The user would easily do the right things until they get the assessment. Whereas there is no obvious issue with the assessment, it seems like the layout needs to be revised to make the questionnaire fairly short. Users will be motivated to fill the questionnaire if they can see the “Submit” button on the same screen. A better solution might be to list the options horizontally beneath each question. The other noticeable problem with the interface is the use of a window instead of a dialog box with a ‘Log out’ button. Perhaps it will be helpful to include a sentence within the report (final screen stating that user has been successfully logged off the system.

Figure 6. A fragment of the PROMS 2.0 storyboard. Properties such as frames and devices used in this design are shown in the properties pane on the right.
Figure 7. CogTool script window. The frame on the left shows the email sent to patients. The next step is to click on the ‘Oxford Shoulder Score’ link in that window.

Figure 8. Timeline visualisation of the Original PROMS 2.0 interface
Figure 9. CogTool timeline comparison showing similar patterns in action steps to perform a task

Figure 10. CogTool timeline comparison showing similar patterns in action steps to perform a task
Figure 11. CogTool timeline comparison showing variations in action steps to perform a task

Figure 12. Nielsen and Molich’s nine heuristics (source – (Card et al., 1983))

1. **Simple and natural dialog** - Simple means no irrelevant or rarely used information. Natural means an order that matches the task.
2. **Speak the user's language** - Use words and concepts from the user's world. Don't use system-specific engineering terms.
3. **Minimize user memory load** - Don't make the user remember things from one action to the next. Leave information on the screen until it's not needed.
4. **Be consistent** - Users should be able to learn an action sequence in one part of the system and apply it again to get similar results in other places.
5. **Provide feedback** - Let users know what effect their actions have on the system.
6. **Provide clearly marked exits** - If users get into part of the system that doesn't interest them, they should always be able to get out quickly without damaging anything.
7. **Provide shortcuts** - Shortcuts can help experienced users avoid lengthy dialogs and informational messages that they don't need.
8. **Good error messages** - Good error messages let the user know what the problem is and how to correct it.
9. **Prevent errors** - Whenever you write an error message you should also ask, can this error be avoided?
Figure 13. Example heuristic analysis of PROMS 2.0 patient user interface

1. **Simple and natural dialog** – This is OK. The idea of this design seems to be that a user enters his date of birth in order to log into the system, and then complete the questionnaire by choosing applicable options before submitting to view results. We understand there is need for user login.

2. **Speak the user’s language** – I can see an effort to do this. They have called the system 'PROMS 2.0' which is very similar to its services. The use of the actual questionnaire names (e.g., Oxford Shoulder Score) within the assessments is also a wise option but there is need to distinguish between pre-operative and post-operative forms.

3. **Minimize user memory load** – The interface is a very simple one and there is nothing the user has to notice in one step and remember one or more steps later. Everything stays visible here, so the memory load is low.

4. **Be consistent** – There was inconsistency in the interface after completing the assessment. The result screen does not include the header element which was clearly visible in the login and assessment pages.

5. **Provide feedback** – Design seems good because something happens whenever an action is performed. The login button produces the questionnaire and the radio buttons highlight once clicked. However, the result after submitting assessment opens in what looks like a box within the same window, with no trace of the previous window elements i.e., the header. Of course, this would lead to usability problem because user would be wondering how to properly exit the system. There is no evidence of action after closing the result window. The box just goes away.

6. **Provide clearly marked exits** – As explained above, the result box has a ‘close box’ in the upper right. Users would expect a ‘Logout’ button in a system they had to logon for access. There is need for ‘Logout’ button on the page header region and this has to be consistent across the system.

7. **Provide shortcuts** – There is no need for shortcuts here. The tasks are very straightforward.

8. **Good error messages** – Current design exhibits good error handling. For instance an error message is displayed when a user selects more than one option per question or tries to submit incomplete assessment. However, there is no error message for incorrect authentication data entry (i.e., date of birth). I guess this is because there isn’t a database yet on which the system relies on for authentication. It will be a good idea to add a help link on the login page.

9. **Prevent errors** – Same comments as for error messages.

**Summary**

Based on the heuristic analysis, we would like to see some changes. There is a need to distinguish between pre-operative and post-operative assessments. There is need to explain what a user needs to do in case of failed authentication. Consistency is required across all the pages and more importantly a ‘Logout’ button is needed to guide users towards the right exit.